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View inside refurbished Civic Hall
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COMMERCIAL MODELLING

Concept D: Paint Polish Program

ASSESSMENT AGAINST OTHER CONCEPTS

This concept draws the two recent options for the
site together: the ‘Paint Polish Program’ concept for
the Civic Hall presented by Village Well in 2012, and
the Central Library extension with multilevel carpark presented by Flightpath Architects in 2013.
The proposal for simple renovation of the Civic
Hall is for little to no structural changes and could
start immediately. This vision is reported to have
received the most support in the previous community
consultation process. (Although on close count it
received similar support as adaptive reuse.) The
proposal for the Central Library extension stretches
across the North of the site on one level, including
a multi-cultural and youth hub, a café and occasional
care.

99 The lowest levels of risk and construction cost of all
the concepts
99 Suggests a relatively small amount of private
investment (33% of total project cost)
99 A relatively low risk project from a financial
perspective, particularly due to the multi-storey
carpark
99 This is possibly a more sustainable concept due to
much lower ongoing operating costs in comparison
to other concepts

Reopen the original entrances
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PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS
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www.civichallsite.org
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The Paint Polish Program option seeks to reactivate
the site quickly, through a clean-up, creative
programming of the Civic Hall buildings and a lick
of paint. The focus here is on minor improvements
such as upgraded acoustics, lighting and furniture with
major rethinking about community uses, organisations,
and activities.

Concept D suggests that there is still
an option for the site that includes
no commercial development
and no change to the Civic
Hall, however it stands in
contrast to the other
concepts and needs
more design.
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